Stability of mRNA/cationic lipid lipoplexes in human and rat cerebrospinal fluid: methods and evidence for nonviral mRNA gene delivery to the central nervous system.
Clinical applications of gene therapy require advances in gene delivery systems. Although numerous clinical trials are already underway, the ultimate success of gene therapies will depend on gene transfer vectors that facilitate the expression of a specific gene at therapeutic levels in the desired cell populations without eliciting cytotoxicity. In clinical applications for which transient expression is desirable, mRNA delivery is of particular interest. We have shown cationic lipid-mediated mRNA delivery to be feasible, efficient, and reproducible in vitro. mRNA delivery to the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) in vivo would provide a means of vector distribution throughout the central nervous system (CNS). This study examined the functional integrity and protection from degradation of mRNA/cationic complexes (lipoplexes) in human cerebrospinal fluid (hCSF) in vitro and expression of these lipoplexes in vivo. Results obtained from gel electrophoresis indicate that cationic lipids protect mRNA transcripts from RNases in hCSF for at least 4 hr. This is in contrast to the total disappearance of nonlipid-complexed mRNA in less than 5 min. We confirmed the importance of RNase activity by incubating mRNA transcripts encoding luciferase or green fluorescent protein (GFP) in hCSF to which RNase inhibitors had been added. After incubation, these solutions were used to transfect Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells in vitro. Next, assays for both GFP and luciferase were used to demonstrate functional integrity and translation of the mRNA transcripts. Finally, we delivered in vitro transcribed mRNA vectors encoding for Hsp70 and luciferase to the lateral ventricle of the rat in a series of preliminary in vivo experiments. Initial immunohistochemistry analysis demonstrates that the distribution, uptake, and expression of reporter sequences using lipid-mediated mRNA vector delivery is extensive, as we earlier reported using similar methods with DNA vectors but that the expression may be less intense. Expression was noted in coronal sections throughout the rat brain, confirming the potential for lipid-mediated mRNA delivery to the CNS. These findings confirm that complexing mRNA with cationic lipid before exposure to CSF confers protection against RNase activity, facilitating distribution, cellular uptake, and expression of mRNA delivered into the CNS.